
Results
We apply our strategy to two different Beta cell models[3,4], starting

with 200 initial simulations, and adding 200 extra simulations in

each round of zooming in.

With this, we can generate plots like the following, which attempt to

summarise the predicted regimes in higher dimensions.

We can also use these emulators to map where the two emulators

disagree:

Emulation Strategy
We want to build a classification emulator; i.e. a statistical model

that can predict which regime a Beta cell model would output for a

new set of input parameters.

There are many off-the-shelf choices for a classification emulator.

One such example is a RobustMax classifier[1,2] . Here, each regime

is given it’s own Gaussian Process (for simplicity, i.e. a wiggly line).

For any input point value, the regime Gaussian Process (GP) with

the largest value is which regime the classifier predicts.

Zooming in:
Some of the regions are very rare, and so an initial training data

ensemble might not include some of the rare regimes. We might

then, incorrectly, conclude that one Beta cell model is incapable of

producing said regime.

Our solution to this, is to build these classifier emulators iteratively.

We first build an emulator for separating regime 1 from “all other

regimes”. We then use this classifier to choose a new batch of

simulations, targeting simulations within “all other regimes”, which

should yield more of the rarer regimes.

This process can then be repeated. We separate regime 2 from all

other remaining regimes, then we separate regime 3, and so on.

Figure 1: An example prediction from a RobustMax classifier. The colour 

indicates the prediction probability: full yellow equates to 100% confidence the 

simulator is in regime 1 whereas full blue equates to 100% confidence the 

simulator is in regime 2. The crosses indicate the training simulations used to 

build this classifier.

Mapping the differences between 

pancreatic Beta cell models

Going Forward
We have managed to build emulators which can find and map very

small regimes. This allows us to zoom in and compare the

differences between two different Beta cell models. Going forward,

we want to extend this to more Beta cell models, in higher

dimensions, and to perform more comparisons.

Introduction
Beta cells are cells in the pancreas which create and release insulin. Numerical models of Beta cells have been developed to aid in the

understanding of diabetes. Various inputs to these models can greatly impact the resulting dynamics, causing very different regimes of

behaviour to emerge.

Our goal is to find the differences between the different Beta cell models that exist. These Beta cell models take time to run, as such we build

fast statistical surrogate models (emulators) to help us gain information about the models.
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Figure 2: A representation of the zooming in strategy

Figure 3: A set of plots summarising where the emulator for the Biophan model 

believes “tonic-spiking” regimes are. The upper right plots show this in 2D slices, 

the diagonal in 1d slices, and the bottom left shows representations of the 

uncertainty.

Figure 4: A set of plots showing where the CK model and the Biophan model 

disagree. 


